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Reiki Reiki is an ancient Japanese therapy where a person is held in a relaxed state,
with the hands of the Reiki practitioner on the person. A Reiki session is generally
described as one of the four pillars (kikyo) of traditional Japanese medicine and
healthcare, alongside acupuncture, moxibustion and Japanese herbal medicine. Reiki is
distinct from the related Japanese art of mujosan where Reiki is practiced as a stand-
alone therapy. Reiki is derived from the Japanese words Rei (気, "energy, life force"), ki
(気, "spirit, life force"), and eki (爨, "to heal, to cure"). The words are commonly used in
Japanese to indicate one's level of health, happiness, or other states of being. Reiki is
based on the theory that the universe is composed of energy, and that human life is
made up of life force (ki) that surrounds, penetrates, and sustains all life. A human
being is a microcosm of the universe and has a similar energetic composition. Hindi-
English Dictionary Hindi - English Dictionary See also Hindi-English References
Further reading Reiki Reiki is an ancient Japanese therapy where a person is held in a
relaxed state, with the hands of the Reiki practitioner on the person. A Reiki session is
generally described as one of the four pillars (kikyo) of traditional Japanese medicine
and healthcare, alongside acupuncture, moxibustion and Japanese herbal medicine.
Reiki is distinct from the related Japanese art of mujosan where Reiki is practiced as a
stand-alone therapy. Reiki is derived from the Japanese words Rei (気, "energy, life
force"), ki (気, "spirit, life force"), and eki (爨, "to heal, to cure"). The words are
commonly used in Japanese to indicate one's level of health, happiness, or other states
of being. Reiki is based on the theory that the universe is composed of energy, and that
human life is made up of life force (ki) that surrounds, penetrates, and sustains all life.
A human being is a microcosm of the universe and has a similar energetic composition.
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